The scaling laws of inclusive and exclusive processes at large transverse momentum are reviewed.
INTRODUCTION
If any aspect of hadron physics could be simple -reflecting the properties of underlying basic interactions at short distances -then it must be collision processes involving particle production at large transverse momentum.
Recent measurements from the ISRl-3 and NAL4 show that the inclusive cross sections for hadron production at large transverse momentum are much larger than that expected from an edxponential extrapolation of small pl data. Moreover, the striking pattern of scaling laws observed in both exclusive and inclusive data at large pl has given strong support to quark-parton field theoretic models of composite hadrons, and a clearer picture of the underlying dynamics of the constituents is now beginning to emerge.
Let us begin with a review of the scaling laws of the large transverse momentum experiments.
For inclusive processes we have: (1) The Bjorken scaling5 of deep inelastic lepton scattering:6 * Work supported in part by the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission. (1)
This displays the remarkable scale invariance of the invariant cross section: The mass scale is irrelevant! Here t = (p,-p; )2 = q2 and At2 is the square of the invariant missing mass. To the extent that this scale invariance holds experimentally we can deduce (in one photon exchange ap % roximation) that the structure functions WI (psq, q2) and uW2(p.q, q ) are only a function of w = -2p.q/q2 = (&2-t)/(-t), and infer that the electromagnetic interactions within hadrons are scale invariant. (2) The scaling law of large transverse momentum meson production: The result of the CERN-Columbia-Rockefeller1 collaboration is (see Fig. 1 ) da (PP d3p/E -*OX) = + r (P&S) pl for 3 GeV< pl < 9 GeV, 23.5 GeV < &s < 62.4 GeV, and ecM r 90' (pF"/<s g 0). 
A value for N could be chosen such that I? = p N da/ (d3p/E) is independent of s for any value of pL/&. The best fit is N'= 8.24 f 0.05. 7 Also, a useful representation for the pI/& dependence is I? = exp (-cpllJs) 
with c = 26.1 f 0.5. In terms of invariants, we thus have k
s -OQ, t/s, ~tl~/s fixed where N/2 -4. In contrast to deep inelastic electron scattering, the invariant cross section displays scaling but is not asymptotically scale invariant.
These results seem to be-consistent also with recent data for PP -* +X measured at NAL 4 , and data at lower pl measured by the British-Scandinavian collaboration at the ISR. 3 The form of Eq. ( 4 ) (but with N = 4) was first predicted by Berman and Jacob 8 and Berman, Bjorken, and Kogut. 9 The scaling law with N = 8 is a prediction of the parton interchange model developed by Blankenbecler, Gunion, and myself. I0311 [See also Refs. 12 and 13. ] Scaling laws at large transverse momentum are also a feature of exclusive processes.
In fact, in each case of hadron-hadron scattering The exclusive scaling laws are an extremely rich source of information since the power of N and the functional dependence of f(t/s) depends on the nature of the interacting hadrons. The fit to pp scattering shown in Fig. 4 by Landshoff and Polkinghorne15 gives NPP = 9.7 k 0.5 (although the points at the highest values of s and t may indicate a higher power lo ). On the other hand, in the case of meson-baryon scattering, the data appear to cluster near N = 8 [See In the case of pion-photoproduction yp -n+n a recent measurement at SIAC18 gives N = 7.3 % 0.4.
An essential feature of the large angle exclusive data-is the behavior of the effective trajectories at large momentum transfer.
If one fits the amplitude to the f&m A = s cry3 (t) or uQ(t)p (t), then cr(t) is found to be negative at large t. As we shall argue later, this indicates the absence of leading processes involving elementary gluon exchange between the hadrons which give fixed singularities at J -1 or at J = 0 in the hadronic amplitudes.
In the case of elastic electron-nuclear scattering or ese--7r+7r-, K?K' , a related type of power law scaling at fixed t/s is observed. The results are consistent with a proton form factor satisfying asymptoticallyi Flp(t) -t-2, Fzp -t-3 (i. e. GE/GM scaling), and the meson form factor behaving as l/t 1.08 f 0.15 This last result is the fit to the cross section for e+e The observation of these scaling laws at large transverse momentum for both exclusive and inclusive processes is a fascinating challenge to theory and leads us to some fundamental questions: Do these scaling laws reflect the properties of basic interactions at short distances? Do the power behavior and degrees of freedom indicated by the scaling laws imply that the hadrons are composites of quark-parton fields? In the remainder of this talk, I will describe some recent theoretical approaches to large transverse momentum processes which I have worked on in collaboration with Dick Blankenbecler, Jack Gunion, and Bob Savit, and also with Glennys Farrar.
On the basis of this work, the answers to these questions appear to be in the affirmative, and strong clues to the existence and properties of a microscopic theory of the hadrons seem to be emerging.
THEORETICAL MODELS FOR EXCLUSIVE PROCESSES AT LARGE TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM
Decreasing electromagnetic form factors and Bjorken scaling strongly suggest a composite field-theoretic model for the hadrons. In fact, as has been shown in the parton interchange modello, all of the above scaling laws can emerge as a natural consequence of constituent models. Further, the .power dependence of the scaling laws, and in fact the form of the functions f(t/s) and f(t/s,.,f/2/s), can be connected via wavefunction models to the power dependence of the hadronic form factors.
First, however, I would like to discuss a new approach done in collaboration with Glennys Farrar which allows the power behavior of the scaling laws to becomputed directly from an underlying field theory. We make the following assumptions :
(A) The mesons and baryons are Bethe-Salpeter bound states of two and three quark fields respectively.
Thus in the limit of zero binding, the hadrons would become free quark states: Also, as discussed below, we assume a simple, physical limit on the high momentum components in the wavefunction.
(B) The interactions of the hadronic constituents are asymptotically scale invariant, as implied by Bjorken scaling.
With these assumptions we then obtain for large angle scattering of hadrons, photons, and leptons, the scaling law 2i yy-"7r .
Applying the scaling law to elastic-electron scattering, one finds for the (spin-averaged) form factors, F(t) -t -(%I-') where quark fields in the hadrons. Thus for large t, nq is the number of
and F(t) -tm5 for'the deuteron. All of these results could be modified by a finite number of logarithms. A similar scaling result for elastic processes has been obtained independently by Matveev, Muradyan, and Tavkhelidze22 using a scale-invariance argument. More generally, for any exclusive stron or electromagnetic process ' at fixed CM angle, dimensional scaling gives 2?
for s-a, pi' pj/s fixed.
Here Aa is the cross section integrated over any fixed CM angular region with the invariant ratios pi* Pj/S (i # j) fixed. Allowing for the mass of the intermediate boson, these results can also be extended to weak interaction processes. .I -8-
DEIXIVATION OF THE DIMENSIONAL SCALING LAWS 21
Let us briefly discuss how the scaling laws for exclusive processes emerge from renormalizable quark field theories which are consistent with assumptions (A) and (B). First consider an n-particle scattering amplitude J& obtained by replacing each hadron by a collection of quarks of the appropriate spin, with each constituent carrying a finite fraction of the hadron's momentum.
(For example, n = 10 for meson-baryon scattering. ) If we normalize spinors to usu = 2E, then&/& has dimensions In the case of Born approximation (i. e. , the minimum non-loop connected diagrams), in renormalizable theories, we have the scaling ,ttBorn -[l/J&s] n-4 di&ctly in the asymptotic fixed angle limit.
This follows from the faci that the coupling constant is dimensionless and the mass term can be neglected at large momentum transfer.
( 
in the fixed angle limit. Although the finiteness of #,, (x) has not been proved in renormalizable field theories, 24 it is reasonable physicall; and follows if the BetheSalpeter kernel is slightly less singular at short distances than indicated by perturbation theory (as well as in d < 4 dimensions).
The above canonical scaling for JtW then gives the desired result, 2122
where n is the total number of eirternal elementary fields (e, JL, y, q, etc. ), and the previous dimensional scaling laws follow.
The consistency of these exclusive scattering scaling laws with experiment indicates that the underlying degrees of freedom are given correctly by the quark field-theoretic models. Further experimental tests are crucial since the program is destroyed even if one scaling law is broken!
RESTRICTIOM ON THE MICROSCOPIC THEORY
The most natural candidates for a renormalizable spin 4 -quark field theory are the vector or scalar gluon theories.
A particularly interesting possibility is that the assumed regular behavior of #,,(x) and irred canonical scaling of Jln may be a property of the non-Abelian 11 asymptotic freedom" gauge theories.
However, any theory which allows the coupling of vector or scalar gluons has two serious conflicts with data: (1) (17) (spin 1) (spin 0) for s -00, any fixed t. Both forms are in disagreement with the hadronic scattering data which show the effective trajectories decrease below cv = 0 at large t27Multiple gluon exchange cannot appreciably change this sdependence unless we assume an accumulation of logarithms, contrary to what is required from the dimensional scaling laws. (2) Furthermore, :, rs --; "' gluon exchange between the quark constituents of the incident hadrons yields a scale-invariant cross section for large transverse momentum inclusive hadron production, again contrary to experiment.
In these processes the incident quarks scatter at large angles scale invariantly, and then by scale-invariant fragmentation produce the observed large transverse momentum hadrons [see Fig. 6b ] .
Experimental evidence thus requires that gluon exchange between quarks of different hadrons is suppressed.10s21 This cound occur perhaps fordynamical reasons, because of the smallness of the coupling constants, or more interestingly, because of a selection rule. In fact, intheories with color symmetry 28, a colored gluon state -an octet in color SU(3) -cannot couple to hadrons, which are color singlets, and In fact for sufficiently large t and u, the interaction time becomes so brief that only these minimal quark interchange processes can occur.16~30 Thus in the region of large momentum transfer the coherent Regge and multihadronic contributions are suppressed and the underlying constituent exchange mechanism can be exposed.
ASYMPTOTIC TRAJECTORIES IN THE INTERCHANGE MODEL10~2i
Let us consider the quark interchange diagram of Fig. 8a in the (I deep" Regge limit, -u -00, with t fixed but large. Assuming the quark line carries a finite fraction x of the incident hadron B's momentum (we will justify below), then the upper part of Fig. 8a is determined from the 
Diagram 8a thus collapses to an equivalent diagram 8b with an effective local A+q-C + q vertex behaving as inverse powers of u, and
where
It is evident that the quantity F B&t) is closely related to the electromagnetic form factor and has the identical asymptotic behavior. Their results are consistent with the above predictions for 'YAC, although the value for o!(t) may be falling below -2 at the largest t values. These analyses take into account the signature fat tor dictated by the quark model.
In the case of Compton scattering at large t, -u-00, the amplitude for the elementary yq -yq scattering at the top of the diagrams of Fig. 10 is energy-independent, corresponding to a 6Jo fixed singularity at 01=O.~l YP" YP -F(+)(t) u" ;I .;
for s-00, tlarge.
(221 (+) The residue form factor Fp (t) is similar to the e. m. form factor except that C = -t states contribute in the t-channel.
Not only is the amplitude energy independent, but also due to its local 27 coupling, it ;; predicted to be independent of the photon masses q; and qi at fixed t.
This behavior can be checked in e* + p -e* + p + y wide-angle bremsstrahlung measurements (the difference in cross sections yields the interference of the Compton and Bethe-Heitler amplitudes with one photon off shell), as well as in y + y -7r+7r-measurements possible via the two photon process in e* e-colliding beams.
'A similar insensitivity to photon 'mass effects is also expected in the deep Regge fixed but large t limit in meson photoproduction: " y "p -np, pop, because the effective yq -Mq amplitude becomes independent of the external masses at large u. z2
CALCULATION OF THE ANGUMR DISTR,IBUTION NEAR 90' l"'12
The calculation of the full CM angular distribution of the "universal function" f(cosQCM) = sNda/dt f o exclusive scattering beyond the form of the asymptotic trajectories requires some further assumptions. What we require in order to compute the quark interchange contribution to the scattering the quark interchange model prediction_would be that when *P-quark interchange is allowed, the line p -k+ r is a A quark, and the line p -k carries the quantum numbers of an ./I'+ 9 quark state. Since the nucleon wavefunctions have the strongest off-shell behavior, the dominant contribution to the loop integr from the region where (p -k)2 is on the mass shell and either k tions 55 comes or (k + q)2 is close to the mass shell. [In this case of K+p -K+p scattering, both contributions are identical. ] tum frame IO, We can then use the light cone, infinite momenor Sudakov variables13 to parametrize kP -xpP (0 < x < l), plus limited transverse momentum components.
Thus the large t and u behavior of the hadronic amplitude is dependent on the off-shelldependence of vertex function A with the lines (p-k+.)3 -xuand(k+ )2-C with the line (p-k + r) 2 x t far off the mass shell, the vertex function off the mass shell, and the vertex function D with line (k + q)2 off the mass shell. Accordingly, for large t and u 33
The factor pB(x) is obtained by integrating the nonasym-ptotic wavefunction of B over transverse momentum. Using the mean value theorem, we can also write this as &'/A+C *B+D -FBD(t) JI! q+c -q+D I u?=Xu tt=t t (24)
Thus for K+p + -K p scattering, we have
and da 1 1 1 1 1 1 ai N 7 --t4 u2 = 7 (l-z)4 tl+z)2 and, by s -u crossing of the amplitude,
Thus the exotic exchange channel K+p -K+p is predicted to peak toward both the forward and backward directions, whereas K-p -K-p, which has only the *'box'? (s,t planar) quark-exchange graph, only peaks in the forward direction (see Fig. 12 ). These expectations are born out by the data (see Fig. 3 ). Good agreement is also obtained for x p -7r p elastic scattering which requires a linear combination of both the box and crossed graph contribution consistent with the quark interchange and anti-quark _ exchange contributions (see Fig. 13 ). pi -*+?r-is predicted correctly simply by crossing the interchange amplitude (see Fig. 14) . Further, more detailed calculations, including the effects of spin are given in Ref. 10.
The calculation of the angular distribution in the case of nucleonnucleon scattering is much more model dependent. In Ref. 10, a twoparticle quark f '*co~e'~ bound state representation of the proton was used. The core was chosen to be dominantly spin 1 in order to reproduce GE, GM scalin , B and the off-shell Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction was adjusted to give t-asymptotic behavior for the nucleon form factors.
The result of a detailed calculation then gives Ecole Polytechnique-Orsayif the proton is described better at Stockholm Collaboration. short distances as a parton plus core or a three quark field representation.
This angular distribution is not inconsistent with experiment (see Fig.  2 ) and yields via crossing
9o"
Detailed calculation of the angular dependence in pp scattering using the three particle nucleon wavefunction has not yet been made. ] The model dependence of the pp scattering results illustrates a general point made by Fishbane and Muzinich34 that the form factor (which only requires the dependence of the hadron wavefunction with one leg off shell) cannot uniquely determine the pp -pp scattering amplitude at large t and u (which requires a wavefunction with at least two legs off shell).
THE CONNECTION BETWEEN REGGE BEHAVIOR AND FIXED ANGLE SCATTERING.3o
In conventional treatments of Regge behavior, hadron scattering at large angles appears hopelessly complicated.
One could never hope to unravel the effects of cuts, non-leading trajectories, and other secondary trajectories, and the other secondary singularities of the J-plane as they become increasingly important and intertwined as t and u become large. However, the simple nature of hadron scattering at large angles has led Blankenbecler, Gunion, Savit, and myself 3. to just the opposite conclusion: Regge behavior at large I t I and I u I is elegant and simple; moreover, scattering in this region directly reflects the fundamental properties of the interacting hadrons at short distances.
The most dramatic implication for Regge theory is that all trajectories "iit) j; i;dron-hadron scattering will approach negative constants ast-c-. . v Let us write the hadronic scattering amplitude in the form of an integral equation (see Fig. 15 The kernel K is by definition "hadron irreducible";
i. e. the last term contains all contributions from two-hadron states in the t channel. For large momentum transfer, we have Jl-K since the multiple iterations of K fall rapidly in t. Thus we can identify K with the ex-perimental amplitude at large angles. At small t, however, the iteractions of K in the t channel do contribute and produce moving Regge trajectories. The situation is very similar to the emergence of moving Regge trajectories in a $3 ladder series. The Born approLximation K -u-1 dominates at large t. At small t the iterations in the t channel give
where asymptoticzilly a(t) = -1 + f(t) = a(-") + 0 (t-l log t) , (32) and cr(t) increases as t -. O-. When Q! comes close to the value + 1, s-channel iterations are important and must be included. -17 -In the case of physical hadronic scattering, we need to consider a multichannel integral equation with kernels (which mix as in Fig. 16 )
Because the kernels do not factorize, extra trajectories are produced. The result is shown in Fig. 17 . There are two trajectories that become degenerate at a(t) = -1 fort--00 which contribute to ,,N MM--MM and "'[MB -MB' but cancel at large t in ../dBB -c BB. Another trajectory which goes to o(t) = -2 or (-3) for t --00 couples to c'/lBB -e BB. (The (-2) case corresponds to d-imensional counting 21 and a three quark field representation; the (-3) case is for the parton + core representation of the proton.10 ) The first order variation of the trajectories away from their asymptotic values can be calculated in terms of the hadron form factors using the interchange model. Thus the forward and backward Regge amplitudes join smoothly onto the fixed angle behavior, and a beautiful synthesis of Regge dynamics with the underlying short distance behavior emerges.
Further discussion may be found in Ref. As we have seen, a description of large transverse momentum interactions based on a simple, basic mechanism, such as quark interchange, wiH, by iteration of the hadronic scattering kernel K in the t or u channels, join on smoothly to a Regge description of low momentum c, transfer events. The parton or quark field-theoretic model of composite hadrons can thus lead to an elegant, unified description of badron dynamics based on a very few degrees of freedom.
This interplay of parton and hadron intermediate states also leads to an understanding of some heretofore confusing aspects of the parton model, such as how the hadronic interactions are propagated over long distances if parton effects are confined to short range, how the hadron-like vector dominance features of photon interactions emerge, and what is the range of validity of the impulse approximation in hadronic and electromagnetic interactions. 32
The key to unravelling the basic parton processes from the complicated hadronic effects is to distinguish the two component nature of the composite hadron's wavefunction.
Consider deep inelastic electron-proton scattering in a frame in which the proton is incident with a large momentum P. We can identify two different contributions to the deep inelastic process. In the "hadron reducible" $2 contribution shown in Fig. 18a , the photon interacts with a quark current H I which is actually the constituent of a P secondary hadron H bremsstrahlunged I from the proton. In the '7 irreducible'* contribution, the struck quark-parton (0)
originates directly from the proton (see Fig. 18b ). Because the E-p FIG. 18 -Contributions to the cross section has Regge behavior: hadron-reduc ible and hadronirreducible components of the 9ip N p-1 (a -1) ' (34) _ proton wavefunction to deep inelastic lepton scattering.
it is easy to show that the spectrum of The reducible component confractional longitudinal momentum z tains the wee quark and Regge of hadron H in the proton has the contributions.
Feynman form dz/zo, for z -0, and function is Regge behaved? the resulting Bjorken-scaling structure F2 W) N wQvl for LL; -8. Thus the so-called If wee" parton spectrum can be identified with the quark constituents of the hadronic bermsstrahlung products emitted by the incident hadron. In the rest frame, the wees are the quark constituents of the hadrons in the periphery of the target.
The propagation of the hadronic interactions over large distances then occurs via these hadronic intermediate states. The quark propagation only needs to occur over a short range within the interior of the interacting hadrons.
In contrast to the Regge-hadronic bremsstrahlung contributions, the irreducible wavefunction can be identified with a Bethe-Salpeter amplitude involving only the minimum number of constituent fields; accordingly, its contribution to F2(w) vanishes as a power for w -~0. Similarly, in the threshold region, w = x-lvanishes as F;(w) -1 , the irreducible compcnent contribution (1 -w)p, as required by the off-shell behavior of the Bethe-Salpeter wavefunction.
(The reducible vanishes even more rapidly at threshold because of the extra suppression at z > l/w N 1. )
In the case of the elastic proton form factor, the hadron-reducible wavefunction contribution (Fig. 19a) clearly vanishes rapidly at large t due to the rapid decrease of the H-p scattering amplitude,
The irreducible Bethe-Salpeter component (Fig. 19b) gives a power-law fall-off F(t) -t-3 ('+p) related to the behavior of F2(w) at w N 1. The Drell-Yan relation, and simple crossing behavior36 to the timelike channel for F(t) at large t and F2(w) for w-1 thus emerges because of the dominance of simple hadronirreducible contributions in these regions.
The physics of the Compton amplitude yp -yp also becomes clarified when we take into account the hadronic bremsstrahlung contribution. Consider scattering at low t first. The Regge contribution to the H-p scattering amplitude of Fig. 20a implies that it is the hadrons, and hence with < x > N 0 (l/v ). There is clearly no impulse approximation involved here; arbitrary number of hadronic interactions are allowed along the struck parton line and we can expect binding corrections similar to those implied by vector meson dominance to arise. Further, the variable change x = 5 / v , which gives the dominant region of the parton longitudinal -momentum integration, implies that the Compton amplitude has the same Regge behavior as the hadronic amplitude. However at large t, the leading trajectories recede, the Hp -Hp amplitude is suppressed and the irreducible amplitude shown in Fig. 20b survives.
Since the hadron ic traj ectories are below CY = 0, we have ? =< x>v -m,forv -m, andthe e effm&tary local J = 0 fixed pole behavior of the yq -yq amplitude dominates.
Thus large t does imply impulse approximation for the Compton amplitude! Additionally, even at small t, if the photon line is virtual[k12 -O(V )] then the parton line again carries large momentum and a scaling result at fixed v/k: emerges. 32 Similar results also apply to meson photoproduction and electroproduction. 37 Coming back full circle to hadronhadron scattering, it is clear that the hadron-irreducible components dominate at large u and t and can be calculated from the simplest irreducible kernels K (see Fig. 21b ). If we identify K with the quark interchange or exchange graphs, then a simple dynamical interpretation of the Harari-msner duality diagrams can be made. At large t and u only the skeleton duality diagram displaying the minimum number of quark lines needs to be considered, and it may be calculated using the minimal Bethe-Salpeter bound state representations of the hadrons as indicated in Fig. 22 . At small t or u, diagrams of the type shown in Fig. 21a dominate. In this case n-p scattering proceeds dominately via low energy x-H collisions.
It is easy to check that these reducible contributions from the iteration of K in the t or u channel correspond to loop insertions in the basic duality diagram structure.
In the case of typical inclusive collisions involving low momentum transfer, the irreducible interaction typically involves the low energy collision of two bremsstrahlung components H and H' of the incident particles (see Fig. 23 ). This picture is very much like the multiperipheral model: most of the beam energy is lost down the beam directions (in the CM) so that the irreducible collision (whose cross section decreases rapidly with energy) occurs at the smallest possible seff. A slow, 1ogarithmi.c dependence on the initial s is thus to be expected. Thus if we wish to probe the fundamental interactions at large energies, in order to see small distance effects, we must rely on large transverse momentum production processes. The effective energy that matters is not s, but rather
where pl is the total transverse momentum produced on one side of the reaction.
INCLUSIVE PROCESSES AT LARGE TRANSVERSE MOMENTUM21,12
The scaling behavior of the inclusive cross section da/(d3p/E) (A + B -C + X) at fixed invariant ratios is crucially sensitive to the scaling properties'of the basic hadronic interactions at short distances. Thus, as we have discussed, if the dominant mechanism for transferring large transverse momentum is a scale-invariant quark-quark interaction between quarks of the incident hadrons, then -because fragmentation probabilities of hadrons i.nto quarks (and vice-versa) are also scale invariant -da/ (d3p/E) N ~1-4 at fixed pcIvI/"Js and ecM, just on dimensional grounds alone. 9
Whether or not such quark-quark interactions are important (they of course always occur on the electromagnetic level), we can never preclude basic interactions of the typellp 12q + M-q -t M, q f 4 -M + n, or even38 q+q-B $4, which must occur, simply by the existence of the bound state wavefunctions and constituent interchange.
In each of the above cases, six elementary fields are involved in the large momentum transfer reaction, and by dimensional counting (or the interchange model in the case of the quark-meson reactions) the two-body cross sections scale as da/dt -s-4 compared to sw2 for scale-invariant four-field interactions. Accordingly we have at fixed pCM/& , ecM 2 1 (0) ( b) ,.*,a>. 
Note that the order CY cross sections can utilize the reactions yq -qn. In the case of proton production, if qq-g were suppressed, the interchange mechanism qP-+qp which gives Pi12, would be imimportant.
The calculations of the detailed cross sections are simple using the interchange model! 1 We begin with v -xX, and for the moment ignore the complications of hadronic radiation or bremsstrahlung from the meson lines. If we compare Fig. 24a for hadron scattering with Fig. 24b for ep -c eX, then one can write immediately
where x = w -1 = -t/(d12-t) is the Bjorken variable. The required differential cross section for quark-meson scattering is to be evaluated for on-shell quarks, where the incident quark has a fraction x of the proton's momentum (in a frame where the proton has arbitrary large momentum). Thus s1 = xs, u1 = xu, and t' = t in the elementary subprocesses. The effective current J(ee) for e + q -e + q (via photon exchange) in deep inelastic electron scattering is replaced by the effective current J( r 'rr) = C(l/xu*l/xs)forq+n~q + r in deep inelastic pion scattering. In the case of 7rp -KX, the effective current J(nK) is strangeness changing.
The above calculation is somewhat oversimplified since hadronic radiation -or bremsstrahlung -from the incident and final external lines must also be taken into account, much like the electromagnetic radiative corrections in deep inelastic lepton scattering.
When 2pC~/$s is not near its kinematic limit of I., then it is probable that the incident hadrons will radiate as much epergy as possible so that the elementary quark-hadron interaction takes place at the minimum possible energy. However, because these fragmentation functions are scale invariant, none of the inclusive scaling laws change! As an example, consider the process pp -nX. The large transverse momentum reaction is q + M-q + 7r where M is a meson which is a bremsstrahlung component of the upper proton in Fig. 25 and 7r is the detected hadron. Let GH,p (z) be the probability distribution for hadron H The elementary subprocess which produces pi8 behavior is H + q -7r + q where H is produced by fragmentation (hadronic bremsstrahlung).
In (b) the same process is displayed in the form of a multiperipheral chain.
to have a fraction z of the proton's longitudinal momentum (in the proton's infinite momentum frame). A reasonable form for G is (39) where the behavior at z -0 reflects the behavior of the asymptotic CJ--p- The required H + p -r + X cross section is irreducible with respect to the hadron line H, but contains, by the definition of F 2P (x) , the full contribution of the lower proton line. It is evaluated at s = zs, ii = u, T = zt. Because of hadronic bremsstrahlung, the overall pit ure 4 somewhat resembles a multiperipheral picture as shown in Fig. 25b . 'As we have shown elsewhere,11 the inclusive cross section in the interchange theory has the form of the standard fragmentation, triple-Regge and pionization formulae in their respective regions, but in addition predicts the effective residues and trajectories at large t or pi2 in consistency with the results found for the exclusive scattering at large t and u.
The behavior, of the inclusive cross sections at fixed BCM over the full range of transverse momentum is indicated schematically in Fig. 28 : For pl << $s, the cross section becomes independent of energy and thus obeys Feynman scaling. In the region where pl -CC Js, but ~1 large compared to typical hadronic masses, we have do/(dsp/E) N p18, which agrees with the British-Scandinavian results at the ISR. Predictions for the composition and nature of the final state in inclusive reactions are always more treacherous than predictions for scaling laws in parton models since the mechanism for containing the single particle quark and elementary gluon states is unknown. We can only assume that there is some long-range interaction (which does not disturb the power laws) that operates to recombine the quark or color quantum numbers in e+e-annihilation, deep inelastic lepton-hadron scattering, and deep inelastic large transverse momentum inclusive hadronic reactions.
FIG. 29 -Elementary
subprocesses for meson production at large transverse momentum.
(a) Elementary -quark-quark scattering via gluon exchange, 9 (b) quarkmeson scattering,11 (c) qq-7rX. 12 Let us consider the production of large transverse momentum hadrons in a pp collision as viewed from the CM frame.
The elementary subprocesses which can contribute are illustrated in Figs. 29 and 30 . In each case the incident proton beams fragment into quark or meson componeni;s which collide along the beam (NorthSouth) direction.
In the case of the gluon exchange reaction of Fig. 29a the quarks scatter at large angles and fragment to produce a 1' double jet!' final hadronic+ s_tate similar to that expected in e e annihilation.
Note, however, that because of the spectrum of momentum of the incident initiating particles, the center of mass of thesystem. is generally not at rest -25 -large pl, i. e. : 2pCM/& approaching its kinematical limit, only the hadronirreducible components survive, and many restrictions due to quark counting (e.g. absence of antiquarks for x N 1 in the proton wavefunction) and connections to exclusive processes become controlling.
Between this 17 deep scaling" and the Feynman scaling regions is the 11 transition" zone where the hadronic bremsstrahlung processes partially Reggeize the cross section, giving cross sections of the form of an inverse power of pI times a decreasing function of the ratio pCM/Js. relative to the proton-proton system. Thus a leading large pl hadron detected at 90° generally has its momentum balanced by a hadronic system with a sizeable longitudinal component. Because of the observed power law behavior, the p -3 reactions of Fig. 29b, 29c , and&O are apparently dominant as we have discussed in the previous section. These also can give double jet fixed states, but various subprocesses are favored for a given final state. In particular, the reaction pp -r X with only one meson tagged at large transverse momentum may be dominated by the subprocesses 29b or 29~ since these allow the minimum effective energy seff E 4p 2. In contrast, the double-quark su -6 processes 30a with subsequent fragmentation of a quark into the pion involves a larger Seff since the quarks are produced with extra transverse momentum. Reaction 29c is probably dominant for double-inclusive processes pp 3 rmX where two mesons are measured at opposite high pl. The reaction 30b allows direct production of a high pl nucleon with a quark jet on the opposite side. The analogous process qc -pq is presumably doubly suppressed at large pl due to the suppression of antiquarks with a large fraction of the mcident proton's momentum.
All of these ~1-8 processes can be important in double jet measurements or experiments which only require the production of a large total transverse momentum. 42
The final state in deep inelastic hadron processes like pp -nX shares some features of deep inelastic electron scattering ep -eX when radiation effects are taken into account (see Fig. 31 ). In the leptonic case the incident lepton emits a spectrum of soft and hard photons which will lower the effective energy of the high momentum transfer subprocesses. There is also (dominantly soft) photon radiation along the direction of the detected lepton associated with the reconstruction of the self-field of the physical particle.
Similarly in pp -TX hadronic bremsstrahlung (i. e. fragmentation) along the beam line is probable since it lowers the effective energy of the large momentum subprocesses.
If the subprocess nq -rq is involved, then at least one nucleon would be included in the beam fra,gments. Also, as in deep inelastic electron scattering, we expect soft radiation to be emitted along the detect d hadron direction in order to construct the self-83 field of physical hadron. This hadronic radiation is limited, however,because it raises the seff of the subprocess.
The composition of the state X0 parallels the inclusive missing mass hadronic state in deep inelastic e-p scattering.
It is certain that future experiments which study (a) the complete range of pi-and pr, up to their kinematical limits, (b) rlr, K, P, and y -initiated reactions, and (c) possible jet structure and other dynamical features. will be extremely interesting.
In particular with the beams listed in (b), the antiquark andstrange quark suppression at large seff is removed and a detailed analysis of the important high momentum subprocesses can be made.
CONCLUSIONS
It is clear that exclusive and inclusive processes at large transverse momenta are probing the dynamics and fundamental properties of hadrons at short distances.
Although we await much more experimental information, the following conclusions are beginning to emerge:
1. The scaling laws of large transverse momentum exclusive processes, along with Bjorken scaling, strongly indicate a composite representation of the hadrons based on quark-field degrees of freedom?1 Miracu-' lously, the simplest possible dimensional analyses works! The scaling laws are consistent with finite Bethe-Salpeter hadronic wavefunctions and scale-invariant quark-quark interactions within the hadrons. 2. The pLW8 scaling behavior of the deep-inelastic hadron cross section1 (at fixed pCM /&s and BCM) and the angular distributions of the exculsive processes lo at large u and t demand the suppression of scaleinvariant (single or multiple) gluon exchange interactions between quarks of different hadrons?4 This may point to a strong selection rule forbidding the emission of color states from color-singlet hadronic states,2g although possibly it is a result of dynamics (e. g. heavy color states) or a small effective coupling constant.
3. The canonical nature of the scaling laws -indicating the absence of effects due to the accumulation of logarithms from the loop corrections in renormalizable field theories -may be evidence pointing toward nonAbelian f'asymptotic freedom" gauge theories. 26
The derivation of the scaling laws shows that the short distance properties of the hadron play an essential role at lar e momentum transfer even when all the external lines are on-shell. 21y f5 4. We have found that Regge theory is extremely elegant and simple at large momentum transfer:
all the trajectories are predicted to approach negative integers at large t with the residue functions p (t) behaving similar to the elastic form factors. 11y3%'hese new results imply a broad spectrum of new constraints on the phenomenology and dual behavior of hadronic reactions. 46 5. At large momentum transfer the multihadronic and flwee" components of the hadron wavefunction become suppressed and a Bethe-Salpeter description of its hadron-irreducible structure based on a minimal quark field representation emerges. 33 Thus only the "valence~~ quarks are important at x N 1 or large pl and simple inverse-power law behavior in theoff-shell variables is expected. This implies the absence of leading Regge multihadronic effects in exclusive processes at large t and u, and the scattering becomes dependent on the simplest basic processes at short distances. Assuming these processes are quark interchange and quark exchange, the resulting scattering amplitude at large t and u is a dynamical realization of the simplest aon-loop duality diagrams.
6. Striking differences between vector mesons and on-shell photon interactions must occur in large transverse momentum reactions if the elementary constituent basis of hadrons is valid. Examples of this are the unique scaling laws predicted for photon reactions [e. g. ~1-6 behavior for da/(d3dE) (PP -7X)] and the local q2-inde-pendent two-photon J = 0 fixed pole behavior of the Compton amplitude at large t.
7. The apparent success of scaling laws based on the dynamics of quasi-free quarks within the hadrons now compounds the mystery of why free quarks or gluon states do not appear. Hopefully, the new clues gained from the large transverse momentum reactions-especially the evidence for the absence of gluon exchange between the constituents of different hadrons-will help point the way to a solution of this central problem. Physically, one can argue from potential theory that closely-y7cked bound state levels are well approximated by a free continuum state.
Accordingly, since quarks are not observed, a trdual" representation of all the literal quark results in terms of an equivalent summation over hadron states must be possible. 48 3 4g
